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Enjoy! Check out the pages Below. Super Tristram is a Anime and has been made by a Studio with the name of Manga Home. Main Characters: Naruto, Sasuke, Sasuke, Sasuke, Naruto. Kaban Shamo is a Japanese anime known as two dimensional. Tokyopop was a publisher of comic books, manga, and anime in North America. Currently, there is also a light novel version of the anime. Now there are two different manga that are related to the anime. The anime also had a video game version from video game company Tecmo.
The American dub only gives Naruto most of the lines when he explains certain situations in the anime. The dub only gives Naruto more dialog, but Sasuke also has more lines than the original version. The American dub has different translations from the original. For example the original translates "This is the end of "My Hero, " as follows: The End of My "Hero". The American dub says: The end of "my "hero". One last mistake is the American dub says Naruto first, but the dub from the original says Sasuke first. In addition,
the American dub says "Sasuke..." at the start of each new chapter, but the Japanese anime didn't say it. In the new translations, the American dub says the same thing as the Japanese anime. Naruto is called Naruto and Sasuke is called Sasuke. Naruto is referred to as Naruto-kun, but Sasuke isn't given a title. There are also new lines added to the dub that are not found in the original version. When Naruto is talking in the hospital he only says "Don't worry, Naruto-kun" in the original, but in the American dub he also says
"I'll bring him home". Sasuke's father is a doctor in the anime, but in the dub he becomes just a regular person. He is given his full name in the dub, but in the original he wasn't named "Sasuke Uchiha". This version also has an English release on CD-Rom under the title of Naruto the Movie. Some of the album cover art has a package that says "Author Edition". The package contains a booklet that says "Naruto the Movie Music, " and some special items. Some of the items found in
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